Important troubleshooting facts to address excessive
water, ice and algae growth concerns.


In the summer, follow recommended watering guidelines as defined in the Water Use
Management Plan. For more information, see our website at CRgov.com. Be aware that
you may not be seeing excessive water over your sidewalk,
but you may be contributing to the problem elsewhere.



Make sure sump pump and downspout discharges are located outside backfill zone (typically 5-feet from the foundation
walls) without extending the discharge pipe to the back of
sidewalk.



Avoid burying downspouts. If buried make sure they daylight Modifications done to use sump
outside of the backfill zone.
water across green area



Verify gutters on home have positive drainage to downspouts. If there is a low point within the gutter system not located at downspout,
water will overtop gutter and land in backfill
5-feet
zone.
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If possible, drainage swale should not be
located in backfill zone.



Make sure ground slopes away from
foundation walls (10% minimum per DESC) for
the first 10-feet away from the foundation wall
(or to property line if less than 10-foot setback).



Do not combine downspout flow with sump
pump discharge pipe.
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When removing snow from sidewalks and driveways place
removed snow in yard to promote water flow in the street
gutter area and reduce ice build-up in the street.



During snow events, remove snow accumulation from
backfill area to reduce the amount of water percolating into
the foundation drainage system.



Soil test should be done to determine what type of fertilizer
should be used, if any.
Large algae growth due to grass
clippings and fertilizers
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The following information is provided as

suggestions to assist the homeowner in
addressing their concerns in regards to
algae and ice build-up on the sidewalk.
The nuisance of excessive water in your
area will appear as algae growth in the
summer and ice in the winter.
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The ice is gone - what should I do
with this slimy stuff growing on
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following:
 Your builder to discuss drainage issues.

Okay - now, what can I do with
the excessive water?
The excessive water exiting your sump pump
discharge can be discharged on your property
green areas as long as it is discharged
beyond the backfill zone. Some suggestions
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Please remember to keep this
water out of the backfill area!
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